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VALIDATION STUDIES ON NUMERICAL PREDICTION OF SHIP SQUAT AND 
RESISTANCE IN SHALLOW WATER 
P Mucha, University of Duisburg-Essen, Federal Waterways Engineering and Research Institute (BAW), Germany 
G Deng, École Centrale de Nantes (ECN), France 
T Gourlay, Curtin University, Australia 
O el Moctar, University of Duisburg-Essen, Germany 
SUMMARY 
A validation study on numerical prediction of ship squat and resistance in shallow water is presented. Two methods 
based on the solution of the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations, a Rankine Panel Method and a 
method based on slender-body shallow water theory were applied and explored in terms of reliability and performance. 
Validation studies relied on comparison with model experiments for Post-Panmax container ship Duisburg Test Case 
(DTC), Panmax Kriso Container Ship (KCS) and Kriso Very Large Crude Carrier (KVLCC) 2. It was found that all 
methods are generally capable of predicting midship sinkage with good accuracy, while the boundary element methods 
(BEM) yield larger deviations in higher Froude depth number regimes, especially in predicting trim. For very shallow 
water ship flows, resistance predictions with viscous flow solvers were shown to be sensitive to turbulence modelling, 
near-wall treatment and the boundary condition on the tank bottom. In shallow water lifting ship flows, consideration of 
squat was found to be crucial for accurate computation of transverse forces and yaw moments. 
NOMENCLATURE 
BWL Waterline breadth (m) 
CB Block coefficient (-) 
Fnh Froude depth number (-) 
g  Gravitational acceleration constant 
(m/s²) 
G Rankine source 
h Water depth (m) 
Lpp Ship length between perpendiculars (m) 
m Ship mass (m) 
n Face normal vector (-) 
N Hydrodynamic yaw moment (Nm) 
q Source strength 
Re Reynolds number (-) 
RT Total ship resistance (N) 
S Control volume surface area (m²) 
S(x) Sectional area (m²) 
Sw Wetted surface area (m²) 
t Time (s) 
T Stress tensor (N/m²) 
T Ship draft (m) 
U Ship speed (m/s) 
u* Nondimensional wall velocity (-) 
v Velocity vector (m/s) 
V Volume (m³) 
x Longitudinal ship coordinate (m) 
xG Longitudinal center of gravity (m) 
X Longitudinal hydrodynamic force (N) 
y Transverse ship coordinate (m) 
y
+ Nondimensional wall distance (-) 
yg Transverse center of gravity (m) 
Y Transverse hydrodynamic force (N) 
z Sinkage (mm) 
β Drift angle (°) 
z Free-surface elevation (m) 
ϑ Trim (1/60°) 
λ Scale factor (-) 
ν Kinematic viscosity (m2/s) 
r Density of water (kg/m3) ξ Relative distance of sources (m) 
φ Velocity potential (m²/s) 
1 DEFINITIONS 
Under-keel clearance (UKC) is the distance from the ship 
keel at T to the vertical flow restriction at water depth h, 
valid for a Cartesian coordinate system located at the 
calm water level (Figure 1). Here, ship squat is defined 
as the decrease of UKC in response to pressure variations 
along the ship hull underway, which cause the ship to 
adjust her dynamic floating position in terms of a vertical 
translation (sinkage) and a rotational displacement in 
pitch mode of motion (trim), accompanied by a change 
of the ambient free-surface water level. Sinkage z is 
given positive downwards and trim ϑ positive aft-down 
in arc minutes [1/60°]. In straight ahead motion, ship 
Resistance RT equals the negative longitudinal 
hydrodynamic force X. 
Figure 1. Coordinate systems and definitions for 
squat predictions in shallow water tanks 
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2 INTRODUCTION 
 
The prediction of ship squat in shallow water has become 
an issue of renewed relevance for the hydrodynamic 
community, as port and waterway administrations face 
the challenge of growing ship sizes and request ship 
motion predictions to adapt accessibility to ports and 
waterways, or to regulate ship operation. Knowledge of 
shallow water induced added hydrodynamic forces is 
relevant for maneuvering and minimum power 
requirement prediction, especially in light of a more strict 
regulatory framework regarding environmental 
protection. Over the past three decades, numerical 
methods based on potential flow theory have been 
established as efficient tools for ship hydrodynamic 
analyses, including the application to squat prediction. 
Yet, the advance of numerical methods based on the 
solution of the Navier-Stokes equations - benefitted by a 
substantial increase in computational power - has enabled 
extended insight into shallow water ship flows. There are 
theoretical and experimental grounds to anticipate that 
the effects of turbulence and viscosity in such flow 
regimes are more dominant than in deep water, 
challenging the application of inviscid methods. This 
conflict is aggravated by the predominate investigation of 
model ship flows to establish a common basis for 
validation through comparison with experiments, 
because viscous effects are overbooked in lower 
Reynolds number regimes. For the particular problem of 
squat prediction the significance of these aspects was 
confirmed in the PreSquat workshop [1]. PreSquat aimed 
at benchmarking capabilities of available numerical 
methods for squat prediction through comparison with 
model experiments with the DTC container ship. With 
additional test cases added, this work drew upon the 
main findings of the workshop. Special attention was 
referred to the challenges involved in RANS-based 
predictions, addressing turbulence modelling, near-wall 
and free-surface treatment and consideration of rigid 
body motions. 
 
3 CANDIDATE SHIPS AND TEST CASES 
 
Main particulars of the candidate ships DTC, KCS and 
KVLCC2 are given in Table 1. No-full scale 
representations of these ships exist. They have been 
designed for the particular purpose of experimental 
hydrodynamic analyses and generation of benchmark 
data for comparison with numerical methods. Figure 2 
presents lines plans (not drawn to scale). Geometries are 
publicly available online [2], [3].  
 
3.1 MODEL EXPERIMENTS 
 
Model experiments were performed in the shallow water 
tanks of the Development Centre for Ship Technology 
and Transport Systems (DST) in Duisburg, Germany, 
and the Bulgarian Ship Hydrodynamic Center (BSHC) in 
Varna, Bulgaria. Both facilities operate their tanks with 
actual desired water depths and do not need to install so-
called false bottoms. 
 
3.1 (a) DTC and KCS 
 
Towed model tests with DTC, appended with a rudder, 
were carried out at DST for the PreSquat workshop at 
h/T=1.143. Captive maneuvering tests in shallow water 
with KCS in bare hull condition were carried out at DST 
in the framework of research project [4]. Both models 
were tested at scale 40 at various water depths. KCS was 
investigated in different setups at h/T=1.2 and h/T=1.3 at 
four different forward speeds in the range of Froude 
depth numbers 𝐹𝐹𝑛𝑛ℎ = 𝑈𝑈 �𝑔𝑔ℎ⁄  from 0.27 to 0.68. The 
models were free to sink and trim, but otherwise 
constrained. Sinkage was measured by means of laser 
plates at positions ahead and behind amidships at Lpp/2. 
Static trim of the models was zero. DST’s towing tank is 
200m long and 10m wide. In both experimental setups 
the towing force point of attack was chosen as to ensure 
that no additional trim moment was induced. Vertical 
centers of gravity lay sufficiently below the waterline. 
 
3.1 (b) KVLCC2 
 
Captive maneuvering tests in shallow water were 
performed with a scale model (λ=45.714) of KVLCC2 at 
BSHC at h/T=1.2 in the framework of the SIMMAN 
workshop. Trim and sinkage were measured with wired 
potentio-meters attached to the model at positions ahead 
and behind amidships at Lpp/2. Static trim was zero. 
BSHC’s towing tank is 200m long and 16m wide. 
 













DTC 360 51.0 14.0 0.66 -0.56 21560 
KCS 230 32.2 10.0 0.64 -2.18 8992 
KVLCC2 320 58.0 20.8 0.81 11.14 27194 
 
 
Figure 2. Lines plans of candidate ships DTC, KCS 
and KVLCC2 (from left to right; not 
drawn to scale). 
 
4 NUMERICAL METHODS 
 
The aim of the study was to assess the reliability of 
RANS-based methods for resistance and squat prediction 
in shallow water and involved sensitivities to turbulence 
modelling, near-wall treatment and boundary conditions, 
while a more general interest existed in the performance 
of BEMs and the computational cost compared to the 
field methods. While the prediction of pressure-
dominated midship sinkage was expected to be accurate 
with simplified flow models, the problem of accurate 
resistance prediction –which is itself affected by squat – 
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was expected to require a fine resolution of near-wall 
ship flows. Wall functions (WF) are commonly applied 
in routine computations in industrial applications to 
economize on computational resources and have been 
shown to yield good results for resistance prediction in 
unrestricted waters [5]. However, their application to 
shallow water ship flows is questionable. Here, 
computations were performed with both WFs and Low-
Reynolds number (LRN) near-wall treatment, integrating 
the flow equations down to the wall. A Neumann-type 
boundary condition is usually applied to the tank bottom, 
imposing zero face-normal velocity (slip wall). However, 
in ship flows with small UKC a boundary layer may 
develop and inflicting zero face-tangential velocity (no-
slip wall) would yield the physically consistent boundary 
condition. Field methods draw upon the numerical 
solution of the Navier-Stokes equations. General mass 
and momentum conservation equations are formulated in 
integral notation 
 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑐𝑐 ∫ 𝜌𝜌𝑉𝑉 d𝜌𝜌 +  ∫ 𝜌𝜌𝐯𝐯𝑦𝑦 d𝑆𝑆 = 0 (1) 
 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑐𝑐 ∫ 𝜌𝜌𝐯𝐯𝑉𝑉 d𝜌𝜌 +  ∫ 𝜌𝜌(𝐯𝐯𝐯𝐯) ∙ 𝐧𝐧𝑦𝑦 d𝑆𝑆 = ∫ 𝐓𝐓 ∙ 𝐧𝐧𝑦𝑦 d𝑆𝑆 + ∫ 𝜌𝜌𝐛𝐛𝑉𝑉 d𝜌𝜌  (2) 
 
where v denotes the fluid velocity vector, n is the normal 
vector of S, which represents the area of the surface of 
control volume (CV) V, T denotes the stress tensor and b 
a vector representing a force per unit mass. The transport 
of turbulent momentum is considered by introducing 
time averaging and fluctuating terms of the flow 
quantities to the equations, with yet to be introduced 
approximations for the resulting stress tensor. Forces 
acting upon the ship hull are obtained by integrating the 
pressure and shear stresses over the ship’s surface 
allowing for a separate analysis of pressure and friction 
resistance. 
 
4.1 RANS-METHOD A 
 
Method A refers to the ISIS-CFD solver [6], developed 
at ECN and available as part of the FINETM/-Marine 
computing suite [7]. The solver is based on the Finite 
Volume (FV) method to constitute the spatial 
discretization of the transport equations. Grids can be 
completely unstructured, and CVs with an arbitrary 
number of arbitrarily-shaped faces are accepted. 
Pressure-velocity coupling relies on Rhie and Chow 
Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure-Linked Equations 
(SIMPLE) [8]. Free surface flow is modelled with the 
Volume of Fluid (VoF) approach. The two-equation kω-
SST model and the two-equation Explicit Algebraic 
Stress Model (EASM) were applied in the present study 
for turbulence modelling [9]. Near-wall CV composition 
was chosen in accordance with the targeted 
nondimensional wall distance y+=u*y/ν, where u*=�τ/ρ 
with wall shear stress τ and the distance from the wall to 
the first interpolation grid point y. Kinematic viscosity is 
ν. In case of application of the LRN approach, y+ was 
targeted equal to or less than one. In case of applying 
WFs, y+ was targeted to be ten or greater. The technique 
included for the modelling of rigid body motions in six 
degrees of freedom followed the descriptions by [10]. 
Time-integration of Newton’s law for ship motions was 
combined with analytical weighted or elastic analogy 
grid deformation to adapt the computational mesh. A 
parallelized, anisotropic and automatic grid refinement 
algorithm with dynamic load balancing was implemented 
and controlled by flow-related criteria. The height of the 
computational domain was about 0.5Lpp, extended 
1.6Lpp in upstream direction and 2.2Lpp in downstream 
direction of the hull. The mesh was generated with the 
unstructured hexahedral mesh generator HexpressTM 
[11]. Prismatic layers were built around the ship hull 
boundary. A far field boundary condition was applied at 
the inlet and outlet boundaries. A slip wall condition was 
applied to the side wall. A pressure boundary condition 
was applied to the top boundary. Due to port-starboard 
symmetry of the bare hull ship models, the question 
arose whether only half of the fluid domain could be 
modelled and a Neumann boundary condition in the 
plane of symmetry could map the solution onto the 
domain image. From a theoretical standpoint, possible 
occurrence of flow separation, vortex shedding and 
associated asymmetries in the shallow water ship flow 
would make modelling of the entire domain mandatory. 
An associated sensitivity study in preparation of the 
application of method A showed negligible effects on 
predictions of resistance and squat and thereafter, 
advantage was taken in the application of method A of 
the mentioned symmetry boundary condition. 
 
4.2 RANS-METHOD B 
 
Method B refers to the application of the commercial 
solver STARCCM+ [12]. The flow equations are 
discretized using the FV-method. Here, hexahedral 
control volumes were arranged in an unstructured 
fashion. The discretization scheme was of second order 
using central differences. On the surface of the ship 
prismatic cells were used. A SIMPLE algorithm [13] was 
used for segregated solution of the velocity-pressure 
coupling problem. The free surface was modelled using 
VoF-method and a High-Resolution Interface Capturing 
(HRIC) scheme to achieve tracking of sharp interfaces 
between water and air [14]. The applied turbulence 
model was kω-SST [15]. Near-wall grid resolution 
depended on the wall treatment approach and targeted 
y+. One ship length upstream from the bow a velocity 
inlet boundary condition was set, specifying flow 
velocity, turbulent kinetic energy and dissipation rate. An 
outlet boundary condition was set two to four ship 
lengths downstream, where the pressure is given directly, 
a zero-gradient condition is fulfilled and velocities are 
found from the arithmetic average of neighboring cells. 
Inflow on these types of boundaries can be considered in 
terms of the normal component of boundary 
recirculation. The width of the numerical tank equaled 
the width of the tank from the model test facilities for the 
respective test case, i.e. no symmetry condition was 
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applied in the midship plane. Free-slip conditions were 
chosen for the tank side walls. specifying zero face-
normal velocity components. Bottom cells were assigned 
the velocity of the undisturbed flow in the no-slip setup. 
The numerical grid was locally refined in the UKC 
region, in the stern region and around the free water 
surface according to the HRIC scheme. Near the outlet 
boundary the grid was coarsened to provide damping of 
the downstream propagating ship waves. The domain 
extended about half a ship length into the air-phase above 
the ship. Compared to deep water resistance 
computations, attention needed to be given to the 
modelling of relative motions between the ship and the 
tank restrictions. In unrestricted flow, it is possible to 
take advantage of moving reference frames and resulting 
motions of the entire domain according to the coupling of 
fluid forces from the numerical solution and rigid body 
equations of motion. This approach involves the 
additional solution of a space conservation equation, but 
no deformation of CVs (mesh morphing). In shallow 
water, application of mesh morphing or overset grids is 
mandatory to model relative motions between the hull 
and tank bottom. In method B trim and sinkage were 
modelled with mesh morphing and two different methods 
to couple the flow and rigid body equations of motion. 
The first method is the one of the transient solution of the 
coupled flow and rigid body equations of motion found 
from Newton’s law, hereafter called free motion 
approach. The second method uses quasi-steady 
hydrostatic balancing, where the rigid body is released 
stepwise based on prescribed increments of sinkage and 
trim. The methods were studied in terms of performance 
and accuracy. 
 
4.3 BE-METHOD C 
 
Method C is the Rankine Panel Method GLRankine, 
developed by GL [16], [17]. GLRankine predicts steady 
ship flows in potential flow regime using nonlinear 
boundary conditions. Rankine sources are used to model 
the ship flow and appropriate boundary conditions are 
satisfied to define the strengths of the point sources. 
Following the assumption of inviscid, incompressible 
and irrotational flow, a velocity potential Φ exists, which 
has to satisfy the Laplacian (3) in the fluid domain and 
the boundary conditions on the body wetted boundary 
and free surface (4), on the channel bottom and walls (5) 
and on the free surface (6) 
 ∆𝛷𝛷 = 0 (3) 
 
(∇𝛷𝛷 − 𝐔𝐔) ∙ 𝐧𝐧 = 0 (4) 
 ∇𝛷𝛷 ∙ 𝐧𝐧 = 0 (5) 
 𝜁𝜁𝑔𝑔 = 𝐔𝐔∇𝛷𝛷 − 12 |∇𝛷𝛷|² (6) 
 
In (3-6) U is the ship velocity vector and ζ the free 
surface elevation. An unstructured triangular grid is used 
on the submerged ship surface and a block-structured 
quadrilateral grid is employed on the free surface. 
Rankine sources are distributed following the 
desingularization method. Channel boundaries can be 
modeled either directly, using triangular panels, or 
employing image sources for rectangular channel cross 
sections. The Laplacian is satisfied by the formulation of 
the potential 
 𝛷𝛷(𝐱𝐱) = ∑ 𝐸𝐸𝑗𝑗𝐺𝐺(𝐱𝐱, 𝜉𝜉𝑗𝑗)𝑛𝑛𝑗𝑗=1  (7) 
 
where 𝐺𝐺(𝐱𝐱, 𝜉𝜉𝑗𝑗) is a Rankine source of strength 𝐸𝐸𝑗𝑗 and 𝜉𝜉𝑗𝑗 
denotes the source location points. Upon the 
determination of the potential and the pressure at each 
panel, found from Bernoulli’s equation, forces acting on 
the ship hull are available through integration and used to 
determine iteratively the dynamic trim and sinkage from 
hydrostatic balancing. Upon determination of the new 
ship position and orientation, the dynamic boundary 
condition is used to find the new free-surface elevation, 
waterline and grid positions. The numerical algorithm is 
described in detail in [17]. 
 
4.4 BE-METHOD D 
 
Method D refers to ShallowFlow, a code for predicting 
ship squat, developed at the Centre for Marine Science 
and Technology (CMST) at Curtin University. It is based 
on slender-body shallow theory [18], [19]. The method 
uses linearized hull and free-surface boundary 
conditions. A ship moving in a shallow rectangular canal 
is modelled as a line of sources and sinks, where the 
leading-order disturbance velocity potential valid for a 
ship-fixed coordinate system follows from 
 
(1 − 𝐹𝐹𝑛𝑛ℎ²) 𝜕𝜕2𝛷𝛷𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥2 + 𝜕𝜕2𝛷𝛷𝜕𝜕𝑦𝑦2 = 0 (8) 
 
subject to the inner boundary condition 
 𝜕𝜕𝛷𝛷𝜕𝜕𝑦𝑦 = ± 𝑈𝑈2ℎ 𝑆𝑆′(𝑥𝑥) on y=0± (9) 
 
and the far-field conditions that 
𝜕𝜕𝛷𝛷𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥  and 𝜕𝜕𝛷𝛷𝜕𝜕𝑦𝑦  vanish 
sufficiently far from the ship (y → ±∞), where S’(x) is 
derivative of the hull cross-sectional area with respect to 
x. Here, the shallow-water equations are solved by 
Fourier-transform of (8) subject to (9), whereupon the 
following expression for the pressure is obtained 
 𝑝𝑝(𝑥𝑥,𝑦𝑦) = − 𝜌𝜌𝑈𝑈²4𝜋𝜋ℎ�1−𝐹𝐹𝑛𝑛ℎ²∫ 𝑖𝑖𝑆𝑆′(𝑘𝑘) cosh (�1−𝐹𝐹𝑛𝑛ℎ2 𝑘𝑘[𝑦𝑦−0.5𝑤𝑤])sinh (0.5�1−𝐹𝐹𝑛𝑛ℎ2 𝑘𝑘𝑤𝑤) 𝑡𝑡−𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘𝑥𝑥∞−∞ 𝑑𝑑𝑘𝑘 (10) 
 
where w is the width of the canal. The so-determined 
potential is used to find the hydrodynamic pressure and 
compute the vertical force and trim moment 
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5 VALIDATION STUDY 
 
Uncertainty analysis of results generated by RANS-
methods followed the ITTC recommendation [21]. 
Resistance, sinkage and trim were determined on grids of 
various resolutions to investigate the sensitivity of the 
solution to spatial discretization. The error ratio 
E%=100(D − S )/D compares the experimental data D to 
the simulation result S . Where applicable, order of 
discretization error p was determined.  
 
Table 2. Overview of simulation cases for DTC 
Setup WF-SLIP LRN-SLIP LRN-WF 
Hull WF No-slip No-slip 
Bottom Slip Slip WF 
CVs 1.5∙106 3.09∙106 3.05∙106 
WF: wall function; SLIP: slip wall BC; LRN: Low-
Reynolds number approach 
 
Table 3. Grid sensitivity study, DTC simulations 
with RANS-A WF-WF kω-SST 
 RT [N] z [mm] ϑ [1/60°] 
Experiment 29.39 11.800 -0.600 
0.86∙106 CVs 27.04 13.815 0.792 
1.77∙106 CVs 26.92 13.796 0.756 
3.20∙106 CVs 27.00 13.787 0.732 
Extrapolation - 13.771 0.708* 
Order - 1.9 0.32 
* Second-order assumed 
 
 
Figure 3. Typical mesh composition at midship sec-
tion (KCS) in the LRN-WF setup, gene-




Simulations of the DTC model tests were performed with 
RANS-method A as a submission of ECN to the 
PreSquat workshop. Results for application of BE-
method D for the DTC were reproduced from the 
PreSquat workshop, while computations with method C 
were performed in the framework of this paper. A 
detailed validation study of both methods with a focus on 
different container ship shapes is given in [22]. 
Consistent with the strategy of investigation, Table 2 
summarizes the simulation setups with the different near-
wall treatments under scrutiny. Figure 3 shows a typical 
grid composition in the LRN-WF setup at the midship 
section. A typical computation with 3·106 CVs using 24 
cores of Intel E5472 processors took about one day of 
physical time. A grid dependency study was performed at 
U=0.791 m/s (kω-SST model) and is summarized in 
Table 3. Resistance did not show monotonic 
convergence, but the difference between results was 
small. Monotonic convergence was observed for sinkage 
with almost second-order discretization error. Estimated 
uncertainty for sinkage was 0.2p. The observed order of 
convergence for the trim angle was too small (p=0.32) 
for extrapolation and was therefore carried out with 
assumed second order. Reliable uncertainty estimation as 
suggested by [21] is generally difficult, but from 
experience results are believed to be within 10% 
confidentiality. All remaining computations with method 
A were performed with the medium grid density. 
Figure 4 shows the comparison of experimental and 
computational results with respect to Table 2. Deviations 
in resistance prediction were observed for the WF-SLIP 
setup. Results were under-estimated by about 3-5%. 
Divergence at the two highest speeds occurred due to 
severe grid deformation as a consequence of unsuitable 
mesh composition. Applying WFs instead of a slip 
boundary condition at the bottom wall lead to a further 
improvement of results in terms of an increase in 
resistance by about 1-2%, except for the case with the 
lowest speed. Finally, turbulence modelling was crucial. 
The predicted resistance with the EASM model was 
about 3-5% higher than with the kω-SST model and in 
better agreement with experimental results. The effect 
was more dominant in the lower speed regime. The 
maximum difference between the limiting cases of 
applying the kω-SST model with WF-SLIP setup and 
EASM model with LRN-WF setup was 8.3%, valid for 
U=0.632 m/s. However, at the highest speed the LRN-
WF setup and computation with the EASM model 
yielded still more than 5% difference to the experimental 
result. Sensitivity to turbulence modelling and tendency 
for under-prediction of resistance is likely to rest with 
occurrence of flow separation in the aft ship. RANS-
based field methods are known to fail in resolving such 
flow phenomena with required accuracy. Validation with 
experimental data is required for extended assessment of 
the accuracy of both turbulence models employed in the 
present study. Table 4 provides the predicted friction 
resistance available from the ITTC 57 [23] formula and 
computations with the EASM model. 
 
Friction resistance prediction was less sensitive to 
different near-wall treatment and to turbulence 
modelling. Hence, only results from LRN-WF/EASM 
cases are presented. Over the entire speed range friction 
resistance was about 20% higher than the ITTC 57 
formula, challenging straightforward application of the 
friction correlation line for extrapolation procedures in 
shallow water. 
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Table 4. Predicted friction resistance for DTC by 








0.475 5.35 6.35 -18.69 
0.632 8.98 11.06 -23.16 
0.791 13.51 16.62 -23.02 
0.949 18.82 23.07 -22.58 
1.027 21.74 26.15 -20.29 
 
Unlike for resistance, sinkage (Figure 5) was not 
observed to be sensitive to different near-wall treatment 
or to turbulence modelling. In the lower speed range 
RANS-method A showed over-prediction of sinkage 
compared to experiments and BE-method D, while for 
higher speeds agreement becomes fairly good. Both 
BEMs showed increasing deviations to experimental 
results with increasing speed. Better performance was 
observed for nonlinear method C compared to slender-
body theory method D. A typical computational setup for 
the Rankine Panel method C comprised between 1.0∙104 
and 1.8∙104 panels. Computations were performed on an 
ordinary desktop PC (2.4GHz, 4GB RAM) and took 
between one and four hours, depending on the Froude 
depth number and convergence criteria. With similar 
computational resources results from method D are 
readily available within minutes. The case with the 
lowest speed was not run with method C due to 
divergence in the overall computational setup. Treatment 
of low forward speeds requires small panel sizes and 
high computational effort. These challenges could be 
circumvented with double-body simulations, which were 
omitted here. In the lower speed regime, slender-body 
theory (method D) with linearized hull and free-surface 
conditions yield good agreement with experiments and 
the Rankine Panel method C using nonlinear boundary 
conditions. As Fnh increases above 0.6, method D 
significantly under-predicted the sinkage. This was 
referred to the increasing importance of nonlinear effects 
at all speeds in narrow canals, or at high speed in wide 
canals. Predicted trim angles (Figure 5) were very small 
(less than one arc minute), which has to be taken into 
account in the discussion of relative comparison errors.  
These observations were consistent with the established 
notion that sinkage is dominating in the subcritical speed 
regime 𝑈𝑈 < �𝑔𝑔ℎ, i.e. midship sinkage is an order of 
magnitude greater than the difference between sinkage at 
the fore and aft perpendicular. The trend of the 
experimentally determined trim angle does not 
correspond to the anticipated quadratic dependence on 
forward speed. Both BEMs predicted a strong bow-down 




Further investigations were conducted with KCS at 
h/T=1.2 and h/T=1.3. Results for KCS and method C for 
the case at h/T=1.3 were taken from a previous study 
[24]. 
 
Figure 4. Overview of resistance for DTC predic-
tions in comparison of RANS-method A 
and DST experiment  
 
Method A is applied in the LRN-WF/EASM setup using 
medium resolution grids similar to the DTC cases. 
Results for method B and h/T=1.3 are reproduced from 
[24]. Here, a WF-SLIP setup was applied in good 
agreement with experimental results in terms of 
resistance and sinkage. Hydrostatic computations in 
preparation of RANS-method A gave a different xG for 
the static zero trim floating condition than available from 
the model test (0.04014m instead of 0.0545m). This 
adjustment was found to have little effect on resistance 
and sinkage, but improved the observed agreement in 
trim with experiments and RANS-method A. In the new 
computational setup, the tank bottom was modelled as a 
moving no-slip wall according to descriptions in 4.2. A 
grid sensitivity study led to the choice of a similar 
medium grid resolution (4.4·106 CVs). Computations 
were carried out with the actual free motion approach 
and the iterative hydrostatic balancing routine. The 
quasi-steady approach was found to be six times faster 
than the transient resolution of the fluid-body coupling 
problem. Results differed by less than 2%. In a High 
Performance Computing (HPC) environment with 64 
cores a computation using hydrostatic balancing took 
between six and eight hours until a converged trend of 
resistance, trim and sinkage was observed. The efficient 
application of this approach required careful choice of 
sinkage and trim increments and relaxation parameters. 
The stepwise hydrostatic balancing mitigates the well-
known shock effect - i.e. divergence of the numerical 
solution due to severe rigid body motions in the 
initializing process of the solution - but is only suitable 
for steady or weakly unsteady flow problems. Resistance 
predictions for KCS at both water depths are depicted in 
Figure 6. For the case at h/T=1.3 both RANS-methods 
performed similar and yield fairly good agreement with 
model experiments. Consistent with the findings of the 
previous section, resistance prediction with method A in 
the LRN-WF/EASM approach yield slightly better 
results compared to the WF-WF/kω-SST setup of method  
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Figure 5. Overview of squat predictions for DTC in 
comparison of RANS-method A, BEMs 
and DST experiment 
 
B. The case at U=0.98 m/s laid slightly outside this trend. 
Observed deviations between computations and 
experiments on one hand, and between different 
computational setups on other hand were generally 
smaller in the case study at h/T=1.3 compared to h/T=1.2. 
In light of reduced UKC and the experience gained in 
previous investigations, no effort was made to generate 
computational setups other than LRN-WF for the case at 
h/T=1.2. Within the present study, grids generated with 
RANS-method A and B following LRN setups feature 
50% to 100% more CVs than grids for WF cases. A grid 
sensitivity study for method B is presented in Table 5. 
For resistance and sinkage the difference between 
computed results from different grids is very small, but 
did not show monotonic convergence. The trim angle 
predicted with the finest grid was more than twice the 
value of the other computations, but generally still small. 
No attempt was made to perform Richardson 
extrapolation and discretization error. Remaining 
computations were performed on the medium size grid. 
Resistance predictions from RANS-methods and 
experiments agreed well at lower forward speeds and 
gave larger deviations as forward speed increased. At the 
highest speed deviations between RANS-A and 
experiment on one hand, and RANS-A (EASM) and 
RANS-B (kω-SST) on other hand were larger than in the 
DTC study. Findings for both sinkage and trim 
predictions (Figure 7) were reencountered for the KCS 
test cases. RANS-methods gave a bow-down trim close 
to experimental predictions, except for method B at the 
two lowest forward speeds. BEMs under-predicted 
sinkage and over-predicted trim in the higher forward 
speed regime. The Rankine Panel method C was again 
seen to be closer to model test results at Fnh>0.6. The 
overall more bow-down trim predictions of BEMs 
encountered in investigations with DTC and KCS were 
referred to the neglect of viscous boundary layer 
thickening towards the stern. Hull pressure is 
characterized by deep low-pressure regions at the 
forward and aft shoulders. If the centroid of this vertical 
force is ahead of the longitudinal center of floating 
position, the ship will trim bow-down, and vice versa. 
Dynamic trim is governed by the difference between 
large quantities, the downward force at the forward and 
aft shoulder, and the upward force at the bow and stern. 
Small changes in hull shape, or submerged volume, will 
change the balance between each of these, which is 
discussed for squat of various container shapes in [22]. In 
light of higher Reynolds-numbers in full-scale ship flows 
BEMs are expected to show improved agreement when 
compared to full-scale measurements. For model scale 
ship flows, systematic studies in conjunction with 
experience in running the method might be translated 
into empirical corrections for sinkage and trim, as 
demonstrated in [22].  
 
Table 5. Grid sensitivity study, KCS simulations 
with RANS-B LRN-WF kω-SST, h/T=1.2, 
U=0.82 m/s 
 RT [N] z [mm] ϑ [1/60°] 
Experiment 12.53 10.96 -1.429 
4.4∙106 CVs 10.22 10.38 -1.175 
6.9∙106 CVs 10.13 10.10 -1.488 
12.5∙106 CVs 10.23 10.30 -1.191 
Extrap. - - - 
Order - - - 
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Figure 6. Overview of resistance predictions in com-
parison of RANS-methods and DST exper-
iments, KCS at h/T=1.3 and 1.2 
 
Figure 7. Overview of squat predictions for KCS in 
comparison of numerical methods and 
DST experiment, h/T=1.3 
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maneuvering simulations (x-axis points in the ship’s 
forward direction, y-axis to starboard, z-axis 
downwards). Two kinds of computations were 
performed; one with fixed floating position and one with 
trim and sinkage free using quasi-steady hydrostatic 
balancing. Roll motion was constrained. Simulated 
sinkage was close to experimental results, while the bow-
down trim was greater by 40%. In general, squat is 
significantly greater compared to the straight ahead run 
at the same speed. With the ship drifting at an angle of 
12°, sinkage almost doubled, while the bow-down trim 
became almost five times greater. While the simulation 
considering squat gave results for Y and N of less than 
10% deviation compared to experiments (Table 6), the 
constrained motion simulation under-predicted Y and N 
almost by 50%. For the smallest drift angle of 4° 
deviations were only moderate (Figure 12). Longitudinal 
force X is 24% higher for the CFD prediction including 
squat, and 64% higher with the ship being fixed. 
 
Table 6. Comparison of transverse forces and yaw 
moments for KCS at β=12°, U=0.98 m/s, 
h/T=1.3 between experiment and different 
computations with RANS-B LRN-WF kω-
SST 
 










Exp. -9.88 414.00 726.80 31.17 -15.70 
Free -12.31 443.12 804.82 31.51 -22.19 





Figure 11. Comparison of free-surface elevation 
around KCS at β=12°, U=0.98 m/s for 
simulations with free and fixed sinkage and 
trim. 
 
Figure 12. Comparison of transverse forces and yaw 
moments for KCS at β=12°, U=0.98 m/s 
between experiment and different 
computations with RANS-B LRN-WF kω-
SST 
 
Figure 11 provides insight into the local flow field 
around the KCS in terms of the free-surface elevation. 
The massive bow-down trim resulted in a large 
difference in the water level in the bow area between the 
wind- and leeward sides. The different water levels 
induced an increase of transverse force Y - the point of 
attack in such lifting flows generally lays in the fore ship 
area - and yaw moment N. In the constrained motion 
simulation with fixed UKC the difference in water levels 
is significantly smaller. Such force contributions are 
anticipated to be proportional to ρgΔζl, integrated over 
the ship length, where Δζl is the local water level 
difference. The effect is anticipated to amplify with 
increasing Fnh. In light of the considerable magnification 
of ship squat in lifting flows, such scenarios should be 
taken into consideration in UKC management, as the 
approach of ports might involve maneuvers in which 
ships might attain drift angles. Besides, results 
emphasized the requirement of considering squat in 
shallow water captive maneuvering tests used to derive 
hydrodynamic coefficients for maneuvering prediction.  
In this context, the influence of drifting on the roll mode 
of motion remains to be investigated, as the low-pressure 
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field along the bilge on the windward side of the ship 





A validation study on numerical prediction of ship squat 
and resistance in shallow water was performed with two 
methods based on the solution of the Reynolds-averaged 
Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations, a Rankine Panel 
Method and a method based on slender-body shallow 
water theory. Validation studies relied on comparison 
with experimental data for the well-known candidate 
ships DTC, KCS and KVLCC2 at various water depths, 
speeds and drift angles. All methods were shown to be 
capable of predicting midship sinkage with good 
accuracy at low and moderate forward speeds. BEMs 
yield larger deviations in higher Froude depth number 
regimes, especially in predicting trim. Deviations in trim 
predictions were found to be larger than for midship 
sinkage. In general, it is desirable to perform 
repeatability studies in experimental investigations to 
supplement validation exercises for numerical methods. 
For BEMs available model test data might serve as a 
basis for introducing empirical corrections to account for 
systematic errors in model scale investigations, which are 
believed to stem from neglecting viscous flow effects. 
Both BEMs under scrutiny represent a time-efficient tool 
for squat predictions in shallow water. Viscous flow 
computations on the basis of the solution of the RANS-
equations offer accurate, but expensive squat predictions. 
For very shallow water ship flows (h/T<1.2), application 
of simplified models for near-wall treatment at the ship 
hull and tank bottom results in significant under-
prediction of resistance. The EASM turbulence model 
performed generally better than the kω-SST model. At 
high speeds, where flow separation is likely to be 
present, resistance in very shallow water condition with 
such RANS-methods is still under-predicted. In shallow 
water lifting ship flows, consideration of squat was found 
to be crucial for accurate computation of transverse 
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